
Rupfen-Kissen mit Motiv-Strohseide und
schablonierten Motiven
Instructions No. 358

These creative pillows do not only please globetrotters. They are designed with Motif straw silk and Fabric paint on rustic
plucking. The motifs are simply stenciled on.

Pillow "World Map"
Tear the motif straw silk along the edges and stick it onto a jute fabric blank with Napkin varnish . After drying, fix a painting
stencil with crepe-Adhesive tape on the fabric. Pick up a little blue Fabric paint with the brush and dab the motif very thinly.

Remove Stencil carefully and put it on again. Stencil up further motifs, then clean the Stencil with water.

Pillow "Compass
Spray the Stencil "Compass" with spray adhesive, let it flash off for a short time and paint it firmly on a pluck cut. Mix a
turquoise from blue, green and white Fabric paint and apply the resulting colour with a brush. Wipe over the motif with Ink
Pads , then immediately remove Stencil and clean with water.
After drying, place a damp cloth on the stencilled jute fabric, fix Napkin varnish and Fabric paint by ironing at cotton
temperature 

Then place another jute blank under the finished cushion panel and sew Jute yarn together (staple) with 4 cm distance to the
edge with large stitches and except for one opening. Now insert the ticking and close the opening. Weave 2 strands Jute yarn
and 1 strand Cord (180 cm each) together and thread through the previously tacked seam. Knot the two cord ends together
in a corner of a pillow, from which Yarn might make a tassel and knot it as well.



Stenciling
Select a painting template of your choice. With Stenciling ink and with a nudge brush the motive can be transferred very well
with Fabric paint to Jute fabric .

Sewing
The Jute- or plucked fabric is sewn up by hand. Afterwards the edges of the fabric are frayed out and thus look nice and
rustic.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

630351 Pillow ticking 2

335004 VBS Fabric paint "Basic Colours- Set" 1

110938 Spray adhesive Odif 404, removable 1

727945 VBS Napkin varnish "Textile" 1

120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1

VBS Jute fabric

15,99 €
(1 m2 = 8,77 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-jute-fabric-a93733/


460125 VBS Jute ribbon, 3 mm 1

542708-02 Staz-On Stamp padNight Blue 1

120708 Painting sponge "Stippling Brush", set of 3 1

361064 Prym wool sewing needles without point 1

Article number Article name Qty
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